Abstract. Sufficient conditions for the pseudodifferential operator defined on a complex to be hypoelliptic are investigated.
Introduction. In this paper we shall continue the study of hypoellipticity in the complexes of pseudodifferential operators introduced in Trêves [3] . In [3] , Trêves characterized the necessary and sufficient condition of the hypoellipticity of the pseudodifferential operators in the complexes in the 0-dimensional level. We shall study the case when dimension p (i.e., pth step in the complex) is greater than 0.
In the first section we derive a plausible definition of hypoellipticity in the complexes of pseudodifferential operators in the p > 0 dimensional level. In the second section we give certain sufficient conditions for the pseudodifferential operators to be hypoelliptic, while in the third section we discuss the case when the pseudodifferential operators are nondegenerate.
1. Hypoellipticity in the complexes of pseudodifferential operators. Let R" (resp. R") be a p-dimensional (resp. n-dimensional) Euclidean space. Throughout this paper, we shall denote by fi a fixed open subset of R". For any real number s we denote by Hs = HS(R") the standard global Sobolev space on R", i.e., the space of tempered distributions aonl?" whose Fourier transforms û are measurable functions on R" satisfying 14 = r»-"{/(i +\^\2y\û(o\2d^i/2 < +°°-
We shall set H°° = (J Hs, H°° = H Hs.
sGR sSR When E is either H ~ °° or H °°, we shall dénote by A'C°°(ñ; E) the sheaf of germs of C00 /7-forms in ñ, valued in E and by Ap6i)'(Sl; E) the sheaf of germs of E-valued /»-currents in ß.
Let b(t, £) = 2J_ify(r, Ç)dtj be a C°° one-form in ñ depending on the parameter £ of R", the dual of R", where bj(t, |) is a pseudodifferential operator from E into E. We shall then form a differential-pseudodifferential The necessary and sufficient conditions for the hypoellipticity in this case are given in [3] .
We also remark that, in the above whole arguments, A'C^fi; H~x) may be replaced by A'^'(Q; H~x) but keeping ApC*(ti; H°°) as the same.
However, we would not have any gain in generality by this replacement (cf. Proof. We note that our operator D can be extended in a natural way (cf. When E is either H ~ °° or H °°, we set Bg+'C^íñ; E) the space of elements / G A'C00^; £) such that for almost every £ G R", the/» + 1 form eB('4)f(& t) is a coboundary in the complex {ApöD'(fl; Loe2); Dp). Now let / be a germ of a /» + 1 form at t0 E ß such that Du = f for some w G A.P(CX; H~x). We may take a neighborhood Í/ of /0 to be homologically trivial and may assume / is defined on U as a p + 1 form. Since Df = 0, /belongs to BPD+XCX(U, Hoe) since £¿+1C°°(t/; E) is equal to the kernel of D: A'C°°(i/; £)-> A^+'C^ÍÍ/; £) when £ is either Z/"00 or //°° and when U is homologically trivial (cf. Note that u -w E APCX(W; T/-00).
We may take W to be homologically trivial so that u -w E BfcC^W; H~x). Since fi has the property typ-x, using [3, Theorem II. 1.2] again, there exists v E Ap-xCx(W; T/-00) for some neighborhood W of r0 such that Dv = u -w. This shows that u -Dv E A'C^fi; /7°°), thus completing our proof.
3. The nondegenerate case. In this section let us assume that B(t, £) satisfies that V£ G 7\"\(0) every critical point of B(t, £) in fi is nondegenerate, i.e., if dtB(t, 0 = 0, then det d2B(t, £) * 0 for any t G fi and £ G Än\{0). d?B(t, £) stands for the Hessian matrix of B(t, £) with respect to t. The index of B(t, £°) at i0 is, by definition, the number p = p(t°, £°) of strictly negative eigenvalues of d2B(t°, ¿°).
Definition 3.1. We say that for p = I,.. ., v the property Z(p) holds for
D on fi if V£ G F"\{0}, the index of B(t, £) at every critical point t of B(-, £)
in fi is not equal to p. Proof. Zlp) (resp. Z(/,+1)) is equivalent to the global local solvability of the complex {ApC°°(Çl; E); D) at the/»-dimensional (resp. (p + l)-dimensional) level. Thus the previous theorem completes our proof. We note that the p-dimensional induced boundary complex introduced in [2] can be transformed by the Fourier integral operator modulo smooth operators to the D complex on R" with n = v + 1 and b}(t, £) = ± f|£| (cf. [1] ). Since the boundary operator db is antipodal, we have the following corollary. Proof. Since the index of the Levi matrix of db at (t, £) is the same as the index of the Hessian matrix at (t, £), the corollary follows from the previous theorem and [3, Proposition III.2.2] in /»-dimensional form.
